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Chapter 1

Introduction

The data bombarding is happening from every corner of the human activities. This big in-
formation flowdemands sufficient techniques of analyzing and interpreting the data. In this
circumstances thevisualizationarisesas integralpartof thedataanalysis, becauseof its abil-
ity to summarize the data in intuitive for the user manner. The visualization as a means of
communication has a big advantage being external perception medium. The internal mem-
ory and cognition information processing capacity can be extended substantially by using
external perception media such as the visual cognition. The visual perception is superior in
comparison to the other external perceptions such as sound, touch and smell, because the
brain activity connected to the visual perception is way bigger than in the case of the other
external perceptions. It is well known fact that the visual sense of the human being is the
most capable sense for perceiving large systems and gives us ability to distinguish patterns
very well. In this thesis we will take advantage of this human visual ability by exploring the
use of visualization to aid the researchers in the neuroscience Prceptual Dynamics Labora-
tory of KU Leuven.

1.1 Motivation

Domain experts often do not have time to analyze and interpret the data and they are just
using traditional statistical and analytical methods. They need visual analytics medium to
make sense of data quickly and focus more on their core research while seeking the help
of visualization designers and specialist. For providing superior visualization product the
communication between the domain experts and the visualization designers is of major im-
portance. Without putting effort in understanding the needs of the domain experts the vi-
sualization designer will have a hard time achieving good assonance between the goals of
the domain experts and the visualization. That’s why one of the main considerations within
themaster thesis is understandinggood theneedsof thedomainexperts. Themainpurpose
is establishing thedata visualizationdesign pipeline by trying different techniques in thede-
sign process. These techniques will be explained in detail in the chapter Methodology. As
still novice Iwill tryvarious techniques inorder tofindoutstandardizedVisualizationDesign
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

pipeline which I could use also in the future as a part of eventual work with clients. Ideally
I will be happy if some of the results in thesis could help out other people in their work de-
signinga similar products asdata visualization for their clients. As apart of themaster thesis
results we will discuss the extent to which the used techniques proved to be useful.

In general a piece of data is being analyzed in order to answer specific, prior defined
questions from the data by using statistical and machine learning methods. As stated in [8]
that scenario with concrete and well defined questions the decision making can be left to
automated computer programwhichmakes the decision for us on basis of pure mathemat-
ical reasoning. If no human judgment is needed, then data visualization design is also not
required. In the context of our case study the domain experts are researchers which are
dealing with huge amount of data and the decision making cannot be boiled down only to
using computer programs. They themselves are trying tomake sense out of the data, which
includes looking at different visualizations. Thus within my master thesis I have attempted
to help them by designing for them useful, two dimensional, novel visualization.

My personal motivation of doing the master thesis arose frommy fascination in reveal-
ing patterns in complex data structures. In our case study for instance we have complex
six dimensional hyper-cube structured data in which by looking at the rawmeasures across
this six dimensions we can’t grasp much of information. The ”programmed aesthetics” of
ManfredMohr for example is a bright example how patterns can be derived from themulti-
dimensionality of the hyper-cubewith 100 dimensions boiled down in 2 dimensional repre-
sentation. This representations ofManfredMohr havemore artistic value than information
representative value. Here within the master thesis I will put as main priority the informa-
tive power and of the visualization and then will consider improving it’s aesthetic look.

I have also bigmotivation dealing with the particular case study because of my curiosity
and fascination about the complicatedworld of the humanbrain. In the course ofmymaster
thesis I collaborated with Laboratory for Perceptual Dynamics(PDL) at KU Leuven which
goal is the characterizingof thedynamics of visual informationprocessing. For that purpose
the researchers of the lab are combining psychophysical measurement with computational
modeling andmathematical analysis. They investigate the processes underlying awareness,
triggered by visual stimulation and activities such as eyemovements and exploration of the
environment.

1.2 Domain andData

In the neuroscience field a common way of conducting an experiment is by measuring the
subject’s brain activity, while the subject is being exposed to some external stimuli. The
brain activity ismeasured locally in thedifferent regions of thebrain byusing different tech-
niques which are acting on various scales of the brain activity. For instance the Local Field
Potential(LFP) focuses on the population activity of several of ten thousands of brain cells,
Subddural Electrocorticogram(ECoG)-several ofmillions cells, and the largest scale of Elec-
troencephalogram(EEG) and Magnetoencephalogram(MEG) with whole cortical region as
measured focus [4].
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

The researchers fromPDLare conducting experiments by recording thebrain signals on
the largest scales(EEG, MEG and ECoG) and they are in particular interested in the prop-
agation of the brain activity over the cortex. With this purpose the brain signals are ana-
lyzed in the time-space-frequency domain. The brain signals in the experiments they are
conducting aremeasuredviadifferent techniques and thus the rawsignal canbe indifferent
forms. Themicroscale is not of interest for the domain experts, although in the future there
could be possibilities to align their work with the recent scientific results on neuron scale
level. ThePDLresearch team investigates thedynamical natureofbrainactivity introducing
space as a relevant variable in their methods. This is in contrast with some established re-
searchmethods that consider brain activity asmade of static sources and therefore analyze
independently signals from the different recording channels instead of collating over space.
This propagating wave of activity is called TravelingWave(TW). Within their research they
apply mathematical methods to detect TW events. For instance they build TW model by
means of Linear Regression. This model in the future we will call TWmodel. They compare
then themodel to themeasuredbrainactivity todetectpropagationevents. Otherphenom-
enawhich can bemodeled is the Spiral wave(SW). There are also propagating through time
and space, but in contrast to the TWs they have propagation with a form of a spiral. Right
now the scientist from PDL are working on building a model which explains the behavior of
the SWs. Further explanation of the data will be provided in the ChapterData & Design4.
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Chapter 2

Methodology

According to the statedmotivation of the master thesis the methodology is a main focus of
the thesis. These resources helped in collecting and synthesizing the needed information
in order to find out the exact needs of the domain experts and to validate the visualization.
Furtherwewill call these resources artifacts and tools. The artifacts are simply pieces of in-
formation which are created in the context of use of certain tool. In the course of the com-
munication with the domain experts the content of the artifacts will change so that in the
end of the design process they will be complete and robust. All used tools and artifacts are
listed in 2.1.

List 2.1: List of Tools and Artifacts being used.
• Tools

– Design phase

* Ideation Session

* Interviews

* Articles

– Understanding the user needs

* Five-Design-Sheets Technique

• Artifacts

– Proto-Persona

– Problem Statement

– Hypothesis Statement

– Statement of Goals

– Practical Considerations

This artifact-tool framework arises from the necessity of neat documentation about the
progress throughout the master thesis. It is also very intuitive way of documenting where
in each action we use a tool in order to change the artifact which is a carrier of the of the
information relevant to the design process.

The reason we are having so semantically close artifacts like Hypothesis Statement and
Statement of Goals emerges from the need of rephrasing in order to truly grasp the domain
experts problem from different perspectives.

7



CHAPTER 2. METHODOLOGY

The master thesis is constructed in the framework of the Four Levels of Validation pro-
posed by TamaraMunzner in her book [8]. The four validation levels described in the book
are represented in the List 2.2

List 2.2: The Validation levels

1. Domain Situation

2. Data \Task Abstraction

3. Visual Design and Interactivity

4. Algorithm

It should be noted that this four levels are cascading, which means that we can jump
from one validation level to another at each time of the design process and that if we have
donemistake in one of the levels automatically thismistakewill affect the levels below. This
framework with cascading levels is very useful in addressing the problems in thematic way,
where we can independently validate at each level, if we have done well and have set the
artifacts correctly. Themistakes possible mistakes done at each level are generalized in the
List 2.3.

List 2.3: Typical mistakes at the given validation levels

• Domain situation: Wemisunderstood the stakeholders needs.

• Data \Task Abstraction: We are visualizing the wrong thing.

• Visual Design and Interactivity: The presentation of the data is wrong.

• Algorithm: The visualization algorithm is too slow.

If we spot a mistake in some lower level and can’t fix it at that level. We have to go up-
stream at the upper level and try to find the root the problem and tackle it there.

The validation on the level of the domain experts is the first validation be established.
This is also the most important level, because communicating and understanding the prob-
lemof the domain experts is crucial for the developing of the visualization. If we understand
falsely the needs of the stakeholders, the visualization will be useless. That is the reason,
why within the master thesis the biggest effort has been payed to understanding the do-
main situation.

The second validation level is the Data\Task Abstraction. Here having understood well
the domain situation we translate the information gathered from the domain experts into
what-why-how framework. With this framework we are interested inwhat exactly should
be visualized,why it has to be visualized and how to visualize it.

8



CHAPTER 2. METHODOLOGY

Thewhy question converts the information from the domain experts into abstractions
actions and targets. The targets are desired structural properties of the datawhich should be
revealed. The actionwhat actionwe should take in order to achieve our visualization targets.
In the List 7.1 in the Appendix we can see possible abstractions which are taken again from
the TamaraMunzner’s book [8].

The abstraction translate the domain experts needs in simple, more generic language.
They have two main advantages. Firstly we free ourselves from the domain specific jargon
and focus on the pure functionality of the visualization. And secondly we avoid going into
the pitfall of thinking about visualization design, because at this stage it makes us constrain
our thinking in concrete visualization concept with limited functionality. This abstractions
encode everything we need for the designing the visualization and will be stored in the ar-
tifact Statement of Goals.

The third validation level is Visual Design and Interactivity. As the name implies that
stage consists of two parts. The first part is the visual design i.e. what the user sees and the
interaction part i.e. how the user manipulates the visualized content. in this stage we will
use the Five Design Sheet tool, which will be discussed in the section Tools. With the help of
this tool we will build our final visual design concept along with the interactive features.

The fourth validation level is called Algorithm. Here we validate whether visualization
algorithm is too computationally complex. Once we fixed the visualization concept, in the
course of implementation of the concept it might be the case that it takes toomuch time to
render the visualization or that some interactive features can’t be implemented because of
some constrains of the visualization engine being used.

In the Figure 2.1 we can see the visualized version of our general methodology struc-
ture. Each circle represent one of the validation phases.1 The fact that they are drawn in
one another shows their nested nature. The outer bigger circle shows the domain situa-
tion validation. It is not a coincidence that the domain situation circle is the biggest one,
since understanding the domain situation determines to biggest extent how successful will
be the visualization. Here the size corresponds to the effort put in each validation phase.
The black arrowpointing up and down symbolizes the possibility to go upstream and down-
stream between the levels.

On the right sideof thegraphweseenext toeachvalidation levelwehavecorresponding
one or more tools which are used on the particular level. The main purpose of using the
tools is acquiring relevant to the design process information. This information is stored in
the artifacts. More information about each artifact and tool can be seen in the next two
sections.

1The colors from the graphs will be used in the coming chapters to indicate the certain validation set in
which we update the artifacts, whereas each artifact will be shown in a framewith the particular color.
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CHAPTER 2. METHODOLOGY

Figure 2.1: Validation phases

2.1 Artifacts

2.1.1 Proto-Persona

Theproto-personaartifact represents therelevantcharacteristics, behavior, activities, needs
andmeans for satisfying these needs. By stating the proto-persona one can get better idea
about the profile of the end user and about the reasons why he/shewill use the future visu-
alization. The proto-persona here should express the view of the designer of the end users,
which in our case study are the domain experts from the Perceptual Dynamics Lab. A tem-
plate of the proto-persona artifact can be seen in Template 2.1.

Template 2.1: Proto-Persona

Picture, name, role Behaviors & Charac-
teristics

Needs or Pain points Possible remedies

2.1.2 Hypothesis Statement

Another artifact, which has been used as a part of themethodology isHypothesis Statement.
The hypothesis statement is one of the basis of each research and project, because it is en-
tangled with the expected outcome. In order to start a project we first build assumptions,
whichroughlyexpressourviewabout truenatureof theenvironmentof theproject. Bystat-
ing the Hypothesis basically we design our project according to the assumptions we have.

10



CHAPTER 2. METHODOLOGY

Within the research measures have been conducted and afterwards the measures used to
validate or reject the stated hypothesis. In our context we build our hypothesis statement
by finding out the underlying hypothesis the researchers are testing within their research.
This approach is very useful, because of two reasons. Firstly the measures are in our case
the input for the visualization, therefore by discovering the domain experts hypothesis we
will find how to use their data for answering their scientific questions. Secondly we will get
more insides about the purpose of their research. The hypothesis statement formwe use is
shown in graph, This hypothesis statement template is taken from the book [5].

Template 2.2: Hypothesis Statement
We believe that [doing this/building this feature/creating this experience] for [these
people/personas]will achieve [this outcome].

We will know this is true when we see [this market feedback, quantitative measure,
or qualitative insight].

2.1.3 Statement of Goals

The statement of goals is crucial artifact in the the design process. Before we jump into
implementationwehave tospenda lotof timereasoningwhywewant todo thevisualization
and what purpose it will serve to. The goal of visualization is normally satisfying the need
of the user to get certain information, but it can also change the users point of view after
she/he uses it. As it is suggested in [6] we have to state the goals in terms of the knowledge,
which has to be acquired from the visualization, without referring to a specific content or
implementation of design. This corresponds with the idea of the abstraction level, which is
explained further.

The reasoningbehindnotmentioningaboutanyparticular implementation lies in thepo-
tential danger of getting into the in-the-box thinking. After adding any information of imple-
mentation you loose instantly substantial creativity potential, because you’ve prematurely
picked up a design option, whichwill constrain your thinking in the future. The statement of
goals should reveal the desired functionality of the future visualization.

The statement of goals major use will be in the Data Task/Abstraction and the Visual De-
sign/Interactivity phases, where we will apply it in regard to thewhy and how taxonomy ab-
stractions. As already mentioned in the why abstraction we will use actions to define the
domain expert goals and targets to highlight the important aspects of data.

The Figure 2.2 shows in which validation phases what part of what artifact we mainly
update. The colored artifacts are updated in the according stage. In the phase of finding out
the domain situationweupdate the artifactsProto-Persona andHypothesis Statement. After-
wards, on theDataAbstraction levelwe translate the already acquired information inProto-
Persona and Hypothesis Statement into thewhat-why-how abstractions. Further on the vi-
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CHAPTER 2. METHODOLOGY

Figure 2.2: Use of the general use of the artifact Statement of Goals

sual design level we arrange the how abstractions in complete visualization concepts. Out
of these design concepts we choose the final design. Note that we update the abstractions
and choose the final design in the in the context of use of the Five-Design-sheets technique
which will be explained in the next section.

The Statement of goals has simple form a description of what is being visualized and of
a list with the stated goals and the correspondingwhy and how abstractions.

Template 2.3: Statement of Goals template

What:

Goal 1:

Why:

How:

Goal 2:

Why:

How:

· · ·

12



CHAPTER 2. METHODOLOGY

2.1.4 Practical Considerations

The artifact Practical considerations shows the encountered problems throughout the de-
signing process. The practical considerations are associated here with the problems af-
ter the visual encoding and the interaction idiom part, because the design is still just on
blueprint and once it is implemented in practice you can see its limitations and flaws. In this
artifactwe list all of this problemswith thevisualizationandwe try toworkaround themand
fix them. The columnswith information about the practical considerationwill represent the
key concepts shown in Table 2.4 If we cannot either fix them or work around them in the al-
gorithm part by optimizing the algorithm, we go back in the previous conceptual phase(the
visual encoding and interaction idiom) phase and try to redesign the visualization using the
artifacts and tools which are available in that phase. In case the practical consideration is
solved, then wemove on.

Template 2.4: Practical Considerations
Context:

Observation:

Howmight we…

So that…

Found Solution:

2.2 Tools

The tools used in the course of themaster thesis at certain validation stage serve for achiev-
ing a particular purpose. Here wewill elaborate the purpose of each tool.

2.2.1 Ideation Session

The limits of the possible can only
be defined by going beyond them
into the impossible

Arthur Clarke

The goal of this tools is to stimulate the Domain Expert to discover visualization per-
spectives he/she has never thought of before. We will call this hypothetical situation Sci-Fi
Scenario, because themodern technology and scientific progress are not advanced enough

13



CHAPTER 2. METHODOLOGY

to make that hypothetical situation reality. Putting the domain experts imagine that situa-
tionmakes them think without being constraint by the status quo. That way their feed back
from the ideation session can reveal some underlying needs for visualizing which are not
considered relevant before.

This approach can be considered as a contextmapping technique. The context of use of
the product is very important aspect by designing that product. As described in [11] the
context has many other properties aside time and space. The actors and the environment
are also big determinant for the context in which a product is being used. The dynamics
and the action are also big part of the user’s experience with the product. The designer
alwayshavean ideaabout thecontextof theuseof theproduct, but this idea is subjective. By
engaging the users in sessions as the one described above, the designer can build empathy
towards theuser, todiscardpreset falseassumptionsabout theusersneedsand tofindgood
insides about the possible application of the product.

Template 2.5: Sci-Fi Ideation session

1. Preparation: Preparing the session by choosing Sci-Fi scenario and directions for ex-
ploration in the actual session

2. Sesitization: Mentally preparing the participants for the actual session

3. Actual Session: Conduct the Sci-Fi ideation session with the domain experts

4. Analysis: Analyze the gathered information from the session

5. Adaptation: Update the artifacts according to thegathered andanalyzed information

2.2.2 Five Design Sheet Technique

The Five Sheet Technique is a tool which helps us funnel our creativity into coming up with
visualization concepts. It is published by the School of Computer Science at BangorUniver-
sityhttp://fds.design/. In List 7.2 in theAppendixwecan seeanoverviewof all activities
performed in the first step as it is originally proposed. Since we’ve already done thorough
filtering of ideas via the artifactsHypothesis Statement, Proto-Persona and Statement of Goals
wewill skip that step in ourmethodology. The performed steps by us can be seen also in the
Appendix.

14
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Chapter 3

Understanding the User Needs

In that chapter we represent the results of the applied tools for identifying the user needs .
Within the use of each tool we update the information in the relevant artifacts, so that the
reader has good impression about the evolution of the results in the design process.

3.1 Diving into the domain research

I got my first impressions of the domain situation atmy kickoff meeting with the domain ex-
perts. At that meeting I had short talk with those members of the PDL teamwhich had po-
tential need of visualization in their work. Eventually I ended up working with two of them
-Marcello Giannini andDavid Alexander. So from now on in each updated artifact informa-
tion gathered fromMarcello andDavidwill be used. The information fromour firstmeeting
is summarized in the Proto-Persona artifacts of the two domain experts.

Artifact: Proto-Persona I

Name, Role: Marcello Giannini, PHD Student, Perceptual Dynamics Department

Behaviors & Characteristics: He investigates the occurrence of the traveling waves
byworking on differentmethods for their detection. Hemostly uses heatmaps as visu-
alization tool.
Needs or Pain points: The heatmaps represent the data just in two domain dimen-
sions(x- and y-axis).

15



CHAPTER 3. UNDERSTANDING THEUSERNEEDS

Artifact: Proto-Persona II

Name, Role: David Alexander, Research Scientist, Perceptual Dynamics Department

Behaviors & Characteristics: Investigates the behavior of traveling waves in various
experiment conditions. He spends time in implementing by himself visualizations for
easier perceiving of the traveling wave behavior.

Firstly in order to get initial idea about the research field of the stakeholders and about
the data they a working with I read the papers [3], [1] and [2] published by the domain ex-
perts. The Hypothesis Statement can be updated really sufficient from reading the domain
researchers papers, because the papers provide you information about the main research
goals and the underlying hypothesis the domain experts are testing in their research. The
tricky part here is how to adapt the domain experts hypothesis to theHypothesis Statement
artifact, which should express the designer’s hypothesis about the needs of the domain ex-
perts. It should be noted that by stating the hypothesis only on basis of the papers we con-
strain ourselves only in the space of the already explored in the scientific field. That’s why
later we will use the Sci-Fi Ideation Session in order to expand our design horizons.

Artifact: Hypothesis Statement

The domain experts believe that the travelingwave along the trials can explain bigger
portionof the information about thebrain activity than just looking at the averaged sig-
nal across trials.[2].

After getting to know the research field of the domain experts through the papers they
gave I also made interviews asking them fixed questions prepared beforehand. This kind of
interview is chosen, because that way we collect data in highly organized manner, so that
the designer can get concrete information from the user more efficiently. The purpose of
the interviews is to acquire concrete information, which is non-present in the papers and
which will be useful for the visualization design process. The Appendix contains the ques-
tions I asked and the summarized answers I received from Marcello and David. I also give
the underlying reason I asked each particular question. It should be noted that although I
prepared fixed question within the talk some other question have been asked. That’s why
the information as an answer to all asked question during the interview.

In nutshell from the interview I got already sufficient information about stakeholder’s
pain points and the nature of their research, so that I am able to formulate problem driven
tasks for the solving of this pain points.
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CHAPTER 3. UNDERSTANDING THEUSERNEEDS

Artifact: Proto-Persona I

Name, Role: Marcello Giannini, PHD Student, Perceptual Dynamics Department
Behaviors&Characteristics: He investigates the occurrence of the travelingwaves by
working on different methods for their detection. He mostly uses heatmaps as visual-
ization tool.
NeedsorPainpoints: Theheatmapsrepresent thedata just in twodomaindimensions(x-
and y-axis). The heatmaps he’s using don’t get the data automatically and he has to
generate heat map for each chunk of data. He doesn’t have much time for implement-
ing visualizations.
Possible remedies: Visualization forconfirmatoryandexploratorypurposes,whichhas
automatedwaygetting thedataandwhichdiscoverspatterns inmultidimensional struc-
tures.Exceptof travelingwavesotherphenomena in theEEGsignalscouldbeexplorable.

Artifact: Proto-Persona II

Name, Role: David Alexander, Research Scientist, Perceptual Dynamics Department
Behaviors & Characteristics: Investigates the behavior of traveling waves in various
experiment conditions. He spends time in implementing by himself visualizations for
easier perceiving of the traveling wave behavior.
Needs or Pain points: It is difficult for a lay person to understand the behavior of the
travelingwavesandspiralwaveswith conventional visualizations theyareusing in their
research. Need for person outside of the domain field, which can help coming up with
more intuitive visualizations of traveling waves.
Possible remedies: Visualization which reveals in intuitive way the characteristics of
the traveling wave: direction, phase, positions in time and space.

Artifact: Hypothesis Statement

The domain experts believe that the traveling wave and the spiral wave model along
the trials can explain bigger portion of the information about the brain activity than
just looking at the averaged signal across trials[2].

Theywill know this is true, when they see that the correlation between the TWor
the SWmodel and the true brain activity signal is bigger than the correlation between
the ERP and the true brain activity signal.

17



CHAPTER 3. UNDERSTANDING THEUSERNEEDS

Ideation Session

In the next step we design Ideation session by giving maximal imaginative freedom to the
participants, so that theycanunleash their creativepotential andhelpus tounderstandtheir
visualization needs.

With the help of the conventional techniques as interviews and observations the de-
signers can derive explicit knowledge based only on the participants present and past expe-
rience. Sometimes however, the needs of the users are strongly based on tacit knowledge
which is not directly observable, but it lies in the hopes, dreams and passions of the domain
experts which may come on the surface by letting the users acting in sci-fi scenario. The
Sci-Fi scenario will provoke the domain experts to experience in the provided context, so
that their imagination and memories work together. It is important that this collaboration
of imagination and memories is not restricted by some constrains in the context. thus by
designing the session toomuch additional information about and constrains by introducing
the Sci-Fi scenario to the domain experts should be avoided. The only specific given infor-
mation about the Sci-Fi scenario will be the following:

”Imagine that there is some almighty device, which is acting on different scales in the brain and
which can collect any kind of information. What information would want the device collect for
you.”

This almightydevicemanifests theultimate scientific tool in their domain,whichcanhelp
the throughout their research. Theparticipantswill get automatically excitedabout thepos-
sible existence of such a tool and will become really engaged into the session. The stated
ability that this machine can act on different scales gives a hint to the participants that they
could explore any possible scale data can be collected from. For example possible data col-
lection scales might be the scale of the human body scale, neuronal scale or more global
scale such as human society.

For each participant a toolkit has been prepared so that they can easily transmit their
ideas. The tool kit consists sticking notes, pencil and a sheet of paper. On the paper sheet
where threeexample scales are shownoneafter another according to the sizeof scale start-
ing from the biggest. The participants should stick the note at that scale field of the note
which has the closest scale size with the desired measure written on the note. Afterwards
the information of the notes will be discussed with the participants in the Ideation session.
The results on the sheet of paper can be seen in the Picture 7.2 in the Appendix.

Analysis

The results of the Ideation sessionwas in formof sticky notes placed on sheet of paperwith
stripes as a reference indicating some scale on which the almighty device can measure. On
the sticky notes the domain experts wrote down the desired measures which the device
should provide. This measures are summarized below:
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i Mechanism of propagation

• volume conduction

• Glia cells

ii Source of Propagation

iii Neural Network that supports TW activity

iv Source localization and its dynamics(causality of the events)

v Measure of diffusion through cells

vi Connections from neuron to neuron(Connectome pathways)

vii Functional role of the single event

viii Measures which provide straight forward comparison between the Traveling Wave process
view and other processes which present the brain activity in different light

ix Measures of the impact of the Traveling brain signals to some form of global consciousness
communication

The volume conduction measure shows how well the electric signal is collected by the
electrode, because the nerve tissue and other matter are as obstacle to the signal and they
add noise in themeasurement. The noise can be defined also as the amount of unexplained,
useless information fromthesignal. Thisdesiredmeasureof thedomainexperts showstheir
wish to have an overviewof the noise relevant to the signal. The interesting thing is that the
noise in this context is due to some external conditions as the brain and scalp tissue and the
distance of the electrode from the source of the signal. From that perspective the noise is
dependent of the source of the propagation of the TWs and could be aligned with the TW
Model. Thus measures which determine the signals noise such as decibel(dB) could be in-
corporated and then compared vie some visualization concept.

The glia cells are taking care of the translation of electricity fromone cell to another. This
is in relation to other twowishes of the domain experts: measure of diffusion through the cells
and the anatomical connections from neuron to neuron(pathways). Although this wish is not in
direct relation to the research of the domain experts, they acknowledge the future possi-
bility to merge the connectome pathways theory with their TW theory. Thus visualization
which could be possible bridge between these two theories is also ends up in the bucket list
of the stake holders.

Source of propagation and the mechanism of propagation also desired output from the
ultimate device. This information is however already part of the acquired information from
the other tools so far. In general we included so far in our artifacts the desire of the domain
experts of dynamic representation of the traveling, whereas this source of propagation is
some part of the dynamics of the traveling wave.
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Causality of the events is another propertywhich is desired tobedetectedby theultimate
device. By causality of events the domain expertsmean information about the exact cause of
the TW activity and its dynamics. The most of the experiments in the PDL have been con-
ducted with visual stimuli. Conclusions about the causality of the events can be made by
looking at theWave Activity at the Experiment conditions hyper-cube dimension.

The Functional role of the single event can be seen as a hypothetical/latent function, which
describes the TW activity completely. This function has as an input a particular measures
and shows similar output across the trials with the same experimental conditions. Thewish
of the domain experts that the ultimate device can represent the TW as a function of other
variables reveals a underlying need for building connection between the TWs and the avail-
abledimensionsansmeasures in thedataset. It shouldbenotedthat this connectionsshould
bewith universal structure in our visualization so that also future, still not used data can be
Shown afterwards. The samples(time) here plays a big role as a binding unit for establish-
ing these connections. This role of the time as a connection comes from the fact that it is
present in each from themeasurements and also it is constant component of the commonly
used visualizations by the domain experts. Onemeasure, representative of the TW activity
is for instance theWave fit. Compare themeasures and thedimensions in case of goodWave
fit to the rest.

The property that the ultimate device can act on different scale levels, made the domain
experts to raise some very important aspect for themandnamely the viewpoint fromwhich
one observes a process. In our case the process is the brain activity. One way of looking at
that brain activity is throughout the TWs, which present it like dynamical waves which radi-
ate from the brain, changing trajectory with the time and the different stimuli(events). This
travelingwaves are at best trackable on certain scalewhichdependson thewave frequency.
Aside the scales onwhich this processes is observable, the point of view fromwhich we ob-
serve the process is also important. For instance, if we observe the waves which are hitting
Bondi beach from the shore they are going directly, we will be able only to see the height
of some of the highest approaching wave. If we observe the waves from some place on the
side of the beachwewill be able to get other information about thewaves as the number of
the approaching waves, their width and the distance between them. In our case the Travel-
ing Wave model is the result of looking at the brain activity process from certain perspec-
tive. Other perspective is the averaged signal across trials. In that regard comparison of the
goodness of fit(Wave fit, ERP fit) across the dimensions is desired.

Adaptation

Now we incorporate this newly gathered information in our artifacts. This is the last time
we update the artifactsHypothesis Statement and Proto Persona.
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Artifact: Proto-Persona I

Name, Role: Marcello Giannini, PHD Student, Perceptual Dynamics Department
Behaviors&Characteristics: He investigates the occurrence of the travelingwaves by
working on different methods for their detection. He mostly uses heatmaps as visual-
ization tool.
Needs or Pain points: The heatmaps he’s using don’t get the data automatically and he
has to generate heatmap for each chunk of data. The heatmaps represent the data just
in two domain dimensions(x- and y-axis). He doesn’t havemuch time for implementing
visualizations. He needs a way to discover what plays ultimately a role in determining
theTWmodel.He alsowants to investigate towhat extent the noise is preserved in the
different signal measures, because of some other external factors and because of the
TWnature.
Possible remedies: Visualization for confirmatory and exploratory purposes, which
has automated way getting the data and which discovers patterns in multidimensional
structures. Except of traveling waves other phenomena in the EEG signals could be
explorable and then compared between each other. One way of comparison might be
between the distribution of the signal measures. By exploring the distribution of this
signal measures across the dimensions can also reveal the patterns which determine
the TWActivity.

Artifact: Proto-Persona II

Name, Role: David Alexander, Research Scientist, Perceptual Dynamics Department
Behaviors & Characteristics: Investigates the behavior of traveling waves in various
experiment conditions. He spends time in implementing by himself visualizations for
easier perceiving of the traveling wave behavior.
Needs or Pain points: It is difficult for a lay person to understand the behavior of the
travelingwavesandspiralwaveswith conventional visualizations theyareusing in their
research. Need for person outside of the domain field, which can help coming up with
more intuitivevisualizationsof travelingwaves.Heneedsawayofdetermining thequal-
ity of the TWmodel across the dimensions.
Possible remedies: Visualization which reveals in intuitive way the characteristics of
the traveling wave: direction, phase, positions in time and space and which compares
brain activity fromdifferent points of viewacross the dimensions by representing their
goodness of fit measure.

Artifact: Hypothesis Statement

The domain experts believe that the traveling wave and the spiral wave model along
the trials can explain bigger portion of the information about the brain activity than
just looking at the averaged signal across trials[2].
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Theywill know this is true, when they see that the correlation between theTWmodel
and the true brain activity signal is bigger than the correlation between the ERP and
the true brain activity signal.

The domain experts believe that depending on the model(the point of view) different
aspects of the pure brain activity are explained.
They will know this is true, when they see that the true signal behaves differently in
the parts of the dimensions, where theWave Model has big correlation with the brain
activity signal.

It could be possible that the neural anatomy of the brain has an influence of the TW
activity.
This could be shown by finding and comparing the source of propagation of the TWs
to the neuronal connections.

It could be possible that across the different Experimental Conditions patterns about
the influence of the events on the TW activity can be found.
This could be shown by showing the discrepancy between the true signal and the TW
Model along the Experimental Conditions domain.

3.2 Summary of requirements

Here we convert the content of our artifacts Hypothesis Statement and Proto-Persona into
awhat-why-how abstractions. This abstractions are summarized in the body of the State-
ment of Goals artifact. More information about this artifact can be found in the Appendix
chapter. In thewhat part we represent each aspect of the data, which has become clear to
the designer so far. Thewhy abstractions construct the reasons behind certain goal and the
how abstractions build the solutions for this goals in the visual design context.

Goal 1: The firstmain aspectwhich stands out in the artifacts is about the TWMapmea-
sure and the need to be aligned to the some dimensions and other measures. The TWMap
represents the brain activity signal from a dynamical point of view where the waves are
propagating linearly. For fitting the TW Map we use the x, y, z coordinates of electrodes
and we are doing it across the trial dimension, for each point in the other five hyper-cube
dimensions Electrodes, Subject, Time, Frequency and Experiment Conditions. That means
thatwe can track the TWMap in this five dimensionswith other signal andmodelmeasures.
The ERP is present also in this five dimensions and it represents the average over trials.
Other candidates for comparison expressed in the artifacts are theWave fit, the noise, etc.
Wave Fit is not present in the electrodes dimension, because it is expressing correlation of
the trial averageERPwith theTWmodel. This correlation is calculatingby integratingnodes
dimensions. In connection to the traveling wave it turns out also to be desirable to explore
the data so that we find out what other aspects from the data explain the TW activity.

Goal 2: The secondmatter summarized from the artifacts concerns the need of the do-
main experts to present the dynamic behavior of the TWs. The domain experts spent al-
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ready quite time of trying to display the TW in intuitive way. They also use some conven-
tional 3D neuroscience visualization software which represent the TWs on the scalp. This
software is capable to represent the direction, but it can’t reveal the source of propagation,
which turned out to be desired property.

Goal3: The thirdgoal comes intopictureasanecessity for theprevious twogoalsand for
the hyper-cube multidimensional nature of the data. Since the focus of the domain experts
after all are thebrainactivitymeasuresof the signal andof theTWmodelwhichare localized
in the hyper-cube dimensions, one primal visual design consideration is look up and locate
thismeasures along dimensions. This is also connectedwith the need of the domain experts
to to get clear and intuitive view of the TWwave activity.

In the how abstractions we are answering the question of how the visualize the goals.
After doing that our Statement of Goals is finished and nowwe can use it for generating the
initial designs in the Five Sheet Design tool.

Artifact: Statement of Goals

What: Input: Grid of points with recorded time series brain activity data contained in
6 dimensional hyper-cube space:

• Dimensions

– subject(nominal);

– time/samples(∈ R);

– electrode coordinates: x, y, z(∈ R3);

– frequency(∈ R);

– trials(nominal);

• Measures

– phase(continuous;∈ [0; 2π];

– EEG voltage signals(continuous;∈ [10µV ; 100µV ];

– experiment conditions(nominal);

– Wave fit(∈ [0; 1]);

– ERP (∈ [0; 2π]);

– Wave Activity(∈ [0; 1]);

– TWModel(∈ [0; 2π])

Goal 1:
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Why: To discover and compare trends and patterns in the signal’s measures in along
different dimensions which align with the occurrence of TW and other phenomena
happening in the brain topography along the dimensions.

How: Juxtapose and map the signal in relation to the dimensions and other measures
by using colors, shapes, angles, bar charts etc. Express and juxtapose the signal mea-
sures distributions via box-plots, histograms, heat maps, line charts etc.

Goal 2:

Why: Topresent in easy tograspway thedynamicsof the travelingwaveactivity across
the electrodes and time.

How: Map the behavior of the traveling waves in the space and time by using shapes,
lines, angles, coordinates, etc.

Goal 3:

Why: To look up or locate desiredmeasures in the dimensions.

How: Highlight themeasures according certain properties(clusters, value ranges, etc.)
by using colors, shapes, thickness of lines, coordinates, etc. Filter the observation units
alongmeasures dimensions.

what action idioms; what target idioms; how idioms;

3.3 Literature Review

Here we discussed the already established visualization approaches used in the literature
of neuroscience. The first widely used approach is the simple Line Chart. The Line Chart
represents the trend of the electrical signal, visualized along the time. One example can be
seen in Figure 7.1 in the Appendix. The signal is the Event Related Potential which is time
locked between some event indicated at time 0. For example, when the signal has other
domain as frequency and we want to compare the signals along the frequency and time as
well, theLineChart canbestill useful, byoverlaying theother signal-time lines for thevarious
frequencies. When we have a big number of frequencies however, the overlaying of too
many lines will make the chart unreadable. That weakness of the Line chart is illustrated in
the paper [10] where also an alternative of the Line Chart is proposed. This alternative is
called Lasagna Plot in the paper, but more generic name for it isHeat Map.

Anexampleof theHeatMapwithdomain expert data canbe seen inFigure4.3. This visu-
alizationmethod is used widely by the domain experts in their work. Plenty of examples for
it can be seen in the domain experts paper [1]. The advantage of the Heat Map in compari-
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son to the line chart is that it solves the overlaying problem by representing each line of at
certain location on the y-axis so that we have 2D grid representation, whereas each cell of
the grid is colored according to the value of the signal. The choice of colors could be either
diverging or sequential [7]. The disadvantage of that visual representation is that it is valid
only for representing signal in two domains and doesn’t allow incorporating more than two
dimensions.

Anotherway of visualizing brain activity is the topographical representation of the brain
signal, where the value of the signal is represented as a color on 2D or 3Dmap of the brain.
Thisway of visualizing is also commonly used by the domain experts and illustration of it can
beseen in theSupplementaryvideossectiononhttp://www.sciencedirect.com/science/
article/pii/S1053811913000633. With this approachwe showhow the brain activity dy-
namically changes with the time in the different regions of the brain. The downside of the
approach is restricted in visualizing only in the space domain of the signal and only themag-
nitude and dynamic characteristics as direction can be incorporated. Again here there is no
room left for other domains.

From the paper [12] I got the idea of representing the electrodes recording the informa-
tion on the scalp as points and combine themwith the parallel coordinates.
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Chapter 4

Data &Design

In this chapter explanation of the data is provided and then in the context of the visual de-
sign validation phase we create the final design of the visualization.

4.1 Data

The data has been provided to me after I already finished the gathering of the information
about the domain situation. In that section the scale, the structure and the basic nature of
the data will be explored. Understanding the data is crucial prerequisite for making good
visualization design, becausewithout knowing the data structure and scale, it could very be
that we end up with useless design which doesn’t fit the data format and can’t handle the
size of the data.

The data’s nature is complex and highly dimensional with additional time variable which
makes its interpretation complicated. Thedata includesEEGvoltage signals fromwhich are
extracted phase and power for time and frequency interval of interest. Pure EEG signal is
µV is being pre-processed with mathematical and statistical methods such as Independent
Component Analysis(ICA) for denoising and Morlet wavelets for decomposing the signal
also into the time-frequency domain. The resulting data is hyper-cube with six dimensions.
This dimensions are shown below:

• Subjects(S)

• Experimental Conditions(C)

• Trials(L)

• Frequency(F)

• Samples(T)
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• Electrodes(E)

Here we will explain each one of the hyper-cube dimensions listed above. Note that
from now onwewill refer to the hyper-cube dimensions by simply calling them dimensions.
The Trials are time intervals with fixed duration during a single experiment, which are time
locked around certain event. That event could be some visual stimuli in the context of the
conducted experiment. The time zero is when the event occur. The time preceding as-
sumes negative values and the time following time zero assumes positive values. The time
is expressed in milliseconds(ms). The Subjects are the people participating in the experi-
ment. The Experimental Conditions represent some certain attributes of the data which
are recorded in thecontextof theexperiment. This attributes aredifferent fromexperiment
to experiment and could be for example the on set and the onset of the eye movements of
the subject. AnotherExperimental condition canbe indicator,whenbutton is beingpressed.
The Samples represent the timedomain and correspond to the pointswithin a trial. TheFre-
quency represents the frequency domain where the oscillatory component extracted with
wavelet analysis are defined. The Electrodes record the brain activity at certain location on
the subject’s scalp. Each one of the electrodes has particular location with 3 dimensional
coordinates(x,y and z).

A conventional way of representing a hyper-cube space is via Star Schemewhich can be
seen in the Figure 4.1. We can derive the data in six dimensions. The fact table shown in the
middle of the Star scheme is showing most of the measures which are used by the domain
experts. We already mentioned the TW model and the pure EEG signal. After decompos-
ing the signal in the time-frequency domain we get periodical waves localized in time and
with certain frequency, phase and amplitude. In [2] it is said that the amplitude is not so reli-
ablemeasurebecause of the volumeconduction, thus thedomain experts lookmostly at the
phaseasameasure. Onewayofderiving theTWmodel is byfitting regressionwith thephase
as a response and the coordinates of the electrodes as explanatory variables. The fit of the
measured phase into the TWmodel is computed by correlation. This correlation results in
the measure calledWave Activity, whereas it doesn’t have the electrodes dimension as do-
main anymore. ThisWave activity is averaged across the trials. On the other hand the TW
model is averaged across trials. This is called theWave ER. There is another measure, which
is called simply ER which stands for Evoked Response and represents the averaged phase
across trials. The correlation between the ER and theWave ER across the nodes results into
other measure calledWave fit. As we can notice some of the measures are averaged across
trials or correlations across nodeswhichmeans that someof themeasures don’t have all six
dimensions as domains.

4.1.1 Data Sets

The domain experts store the data in 3 dimensional hyper-cubes with dimensions trials,
samples(time) andnodes. Suchfiles thewith3dimensional hyper-cube structure are stored
for each frequency value, each subject and each experimental condition. The data provided
is just for one particular subject and one experimental condition and for 6 frequency levels
between 4 and 8Hz. The values of the 3D hyper-cubes I got are the phase measures(PH)
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Figure 4.1: Star Scheme representing the dimensions of the data

Figure 4.2: The structure of the data given by the domain experts for one subject and with-
out Experiment Conditions

and logarithmic power(LP) of the potential which is the amplitude of the signal. This mea-
sures have certain number of units in each hyper-cube dimension. For instance the number
of units in the trials dimension are nL = 1883, for the time dimension we have nT = 2100
units for each 2ms time interval and for nN = 15 electrodes. In the picture bellow we can
see the structure of this 3D hyper-cubes.

4.1.2 Data Exploration

In order to explore the datawe look at thedistributions of themeasures for different hyper-
cube dimension location, at the stacked bar plots of the measures frequencies along the
dimensions, at line charts and heat maps in order to find out which is the best way of sum-
marizing the distribution ofmeasures along the different hyper-cube dimensions. We need
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them in order to help the user recognizing patterns of the TW along the dimensions.

First we will have a look at the heat maps similar to these which are used by the do-
main experts. In Figure 4.3 the heat maps of the phase(top) and the LP(bottom) measures
are displayed. This heat maps are slices from the 3D hyper cubes for the first trial and the
frequency 4Hz. At first glance we notice that the bottom values are related to the onset,
whereas the peak is slightly before the onset. On the y-axis we map the values across the
electrodesdimension. Aswecansee that this representationgivesusgoodcomparisonpos-
sibility for the case of two hyper-cube dimensions and twomeasures. when there aremore
dimensions andmoremeasures to be comparedwe have to look for other approaches. Fur-
thermorewhenwewant to compare this twomeasures simultaneouslywith othermeasure
in narrower time span as the wave fit in Figure 4.4, this way is not sufficient anymore.

Whenwe look at the different trials as unitswhich are coming from the samepopulation
wewould expect that themeasure distribution from trial to trial to be similar. This general-
izationcanbemadealso for thedifferent subjects, sinceeachpersoncanbeseenasa sample
of the whole human kind. On the Figures 4.5 and 4.6 present the distributions for the trial
1 and 2 respectively where on each graph also the distributions along all sites(electrodes)
are displayed. When we compare the both graphs it is feasible that they are nearly iden-
tical which means that the samples from the trials are coming from the same population.
This means that, if we average across trials, we will preserve the general trend for all trials.
However, that is only the case if we look only from that point of view. When we look at the
electrodes dimension for example, we see that the LP and PH distributions among the sites
are considerably different from each other, so averaging across nodes won’t be good idea,
because huge information will be lost.

We want to incorporate in the final visualization some representation of the measures
distribution along the different dimensions. For that purpose the stack bar charts are cho-
sen for the designing of the visualization, because they preserve information about the pro-
portions of various value ranges within the dimensions. Now we will verify, whether they
are a good choice by generating the stack bar charts for the LP and phase measures along
the electrodes dimension and also along the trials dimension. The charts can be seen in Fig-
ures 4.7 4.8.

Whenwe look at their stack diagrams for the LPmeasure, we are not able to distinguish
between the electrodes, although we already know that there should be a difference in the
distributions of themeasures. This suggest onebigweakness of the stack bar charts namely
that it doesn’t showanydifference in theproportions, because thedifferences in thequanti-
ties building the proportions are very small percent from thewhole. Thus in in our case this
kind of representation turns out not to be suitable especially for the phasemeasures, which
areperiodicalmeasures and theyexist innearly equal quantities alongall dimensions. Other
opportunities to summarize thedistributionof themeasure along thedimensionsunites are
showing the distribution parameters such as standard deviation, median, mean and mode.
The discrepancy among the latter three is indicator of the skewness of the distribution([9])
and the former one indicates the variability of the distribution. The first line chart in Figure
4.9 below shows the average of the LP measure for each unit in the trial dimension. Since
the main interactive feature is to select specific regions from the Parallel Coordinates rep-
resentation, the main purpose of this average line charts is to compare the aspects of the
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Figure 4.3: Heat maps of the LP(bottom) and phase(top) measure for the first trial at 4Hz
Frequency, time locked around the onset in the time span from -2000ms to 2200ms.
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Figure 4.4: Wave fit across the the frequency and time domain

Figure4.5: Thedistributionof the LPandPHmeasures for eachof the15electrodes at Trial
1
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Figure4.6: Thedistributionof the LPandPHmeasures for eachof the15electrodes at Trial
2

Figure 4.7: Stack bar charts along the electrodes dimension

Figure 4.8: Stack bar charts along the trials dimension
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measures distribution along the dimension between the selected and discarded parallel co-
ordinates. Thus the line chart below shows the average values along the trials for the se-
lected and discarded units. The selected units are these among all which are contained only
in the electrode 10. We can see that although the line for the selected units is in general
above the one for the not selected ones, they also overlap a lot which makes this chart not
so informative.

The next thing we try is instead of representing the actual averages, to display the dif-
ferences between the both averages. This is done in the second plot of Figure4.9. The third
plot showing again the differences, but this time as a bar chart where the blue color repre-
sents positive difference and the red color represents negative differences. As we can see
now even in the trials we can discover some patterns and namely how the signal diverges
along the trials between electrode 10 and the grand average of the electrodes. Here we
see in particular that the LP averages across trials are bigger in the case of electrode 10
than in the case of the grand average over electrodes.

4.1.3 Data Pre-processing

From the data analysis we come to the conclusion that the statistical measure average of
the signalwill be used in our visualization as a suitablemethod for summarizing thedistribu-
tionsof thesignal along thedimensionsof thehyper-cube. Thereforeasdatapre-processing
techniquesbefore rendering thevisualizationwewill calculate themeanof the signal’smea-
sures for each single point along the shown dimensions. Wewill also use histogram calcula-
tions of the signal’s measures.

4.2 Design Process

Herewewill conduct data analysis andafterwegot better insideof the structureof thedata
wewill jump into thedesigning process. Note that in reality I first did theDesigning part and
then I started to analyze the data which turned out to be mistake since the design concept
had to be corrected a couple of times.

4.2.1 Five Design Sheets Technique

Initial Designs

In our casewedo slightmodificationby skipping thebrainstorming step, sincewe’ve already
generated and filtered the design ideas in the Statement of Goals artifact.

In the first step we combine the how abstractions into complete visualization concepts.
Weuse three initial design sheets, so that each sheet represents someuniquedesign visual-
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Figure4.9: Different representationofLPaveragesacross the trialsdimension for thecases
of the whole hyper-cube and only a slice of the hyper-cube. The First graph is the pure line
charts of the two averages. The second one is line chart of the difference between the two
averages with a red horizontal line representing the 0 value. And the third plot the differ-
ence of the averages in a bar chart.
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ization. Each sheet should have the structure represented in 7.3 in the Appendix. Here we
design thewhole visualizationon a sheet, which is shownafterwards to the stakeholders for
discussion. The design sheets can be more than three, but the underlying concept is not to
occupy toomuch from the domain experts time by discussing toomuch design proposals.

In the Focus and Interactivity section of each initial design is explained in detail which
goal is achieved with the particular design and how in particular this goal is achieved.

Artifact: Initial Design 1

Layout:

Focus: The circles on the left graph represent the electrodes and thedistancebetween
the circumferences is the relative distance between the electrodes in one of the three
space dimensions. Since one of the most reliable part of the wave signal is the phase,
because it is atmost robust to the volume conduction phenomena, here the position on
the circumferences corresponds to the phase angle. The colored lines show the prop-
agation of the TWs in the space and phase or time domains. The colors of the lines can
represent the values of some ordinal dimension such as frequency bands or samples.
The colored areas on the right graph are the counts of the TWs along the phase or time
domain. The stacked bar charts beneath the circled graphs show what part from all
units are actually associated with a TW across the dimensions or other measure do-
mains. This representation can achieve partiallyGoal 1, so that the user can see in the
stacked barswhat is the presence of the TWs alongmeasures and dimension i.e. which
parts of the data explain the TW model. The visualization can achieves also partially
Goal 2, whereas it can be seen how the TWpropagate in one chosen spacial dimension
and in the phase or the sample(time) domain

Interactivity: The user is able select travelingwaves corresponding to some particular
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color, which is associated with certain value range of an ordinal dimension such as fre-
quency or time. The densities of the TWswith a particular color is represented on the
right graph.

Pros: It haspotential useofdiscoveringofpattern in thephase-time-frequencydomain
of the TravelingWaves and then relating this patterns to some other dimensions with
stacked bar charts. It also represents the dynamic nature of the TW but only in one
spatial dimension.

Cons: Here we visualize directly the traveling waves which are detected beforehand
by looking at certain trial, frequency and time point, we have high correlation between
the fitted TWmodel and the pure signal. Thus we don’t represent the dynamics of the
pure data, but only of that part of the data which agrees with their theoretical models.
This discards to big extent the possibility for exploration. The propagation of the TWs
is tilted and the density representation is less accurate because of the circular forms.
Also the initial format of the data as the domain experts store it doesn’t contain exact
indicator which units in the hyper-cube are TWs. Thus we have to see at theWave Ac-
tivitymeasure and to indicate the those units as TWwhich are above certain threshold.
This can be very computationally intensive.

Artifact: Initial Design 2

Layout:

Focus: The blue lines are representing the waves propagating in the three dimensions
x, y and z and across the time which is increasing from left to right on the horizontal
axis(the black lines). The color of the TW can represent the ordinal dimension Fre-
quency. The gray horizontal lines are indicating the electrodes and the distance be-
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tween each gray line indicates the relative distance between the electrodes in the par-
ticular dimension. The linear propagation behavior of the TW suggests, that the trav-
eling waves should be represented by the straight blue lines. With this feature we
achieve the Goal 1. Since they could be also other dynamic behavior in the brain sig-
nal this visualization could represent also other signal behavior models such as Spiral
Waves. The curved blue, horizontal line shows the distribution of the TWs along the
time. The gray square selects the time span we are interested in. In the stacked bar
charts below again the density of the TWs are shown for each unit of the dimensions
or somemeasure. This density represents purely what is the number of the occurring
traveling wave along certain domain ormeasure. As in Initial Design 1with this stacked
bar chartsGoal 2 is achieved.

Interactivity: The user has the possibility to select the time span with the show gray
square window. The window’s width is adjustable by clicking on the left or right edge
of thewindow’s black frame anddragging the edge to forwards or backwards along the
time. Byadjusting the selected timespan thehistogramof the spiral andTravelingwave
is updated, so that only this TWs and SWs are taken into account which are present in
the selected time span. the stacked chart is updated in similar manner, whereas only
this values of theparticularmeasure are represented along thehyper-spacedimension
which are present in the selected time span. The user is also able to chose the hyper-
dimensions representedon thehorizontal axis for theHistogramandstackedbarchart.

Pros: By using this visualization can see how the TWs and SWs are propagating in time
and space. we can see the origin of the TWs and SWs andwe can compare the distribu-
tion of the TWs to the distribution of the distribution of certain measure. This serves
for accomplishing the following goals from the statement of goals:

Cons: This design has the same drawback as the Initial Design 1 and namely it doesn’t
have big exploration power because of lack of representation ofmore generic and non-
modeled data. The initial format of the data as the domain experts store it doesn’t con-
tain exact indicator which units in the hyper-cube are TWs. Thus we have to see at the
Wave Activity measure and to indicate the those units as TW which are above certain
threshold. This can be very computationally intensive.

Artifact: Initial Design 3

Layout:
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Focus: In that initial design we use parallel coordinates in order to map a particular
brain process signals onto the multiple dimensions and measures which domains are
represented by the vertical lines. The curves are particular entity taking certain place
in the hyper-dimensions and having certain measure value. The color of the curves
comes from certain value interval of selected by the user measure. In the stacked bar
charts below the corresponding density of the value intervals of the selectedmeasure
are show along the domain of the according variable. With the stacked bar charts in
contrast to the the previous two designs we don’t represent directly the TW density,
but the density of some measure selected by the user. The points in between the par-
allel coordinates on the right are showing the relative position of the electrodes on the
x-y plane and along the z dimension respectively, so that the curve with the brain ac-
tivity information recorded by some electrode passes trough the point with the posi-
tion of that particular electrode. This is some sort of combining of parallel coordinates
with scatter plot. The combination between scatter plot and parallel coordinates is ex-
plained in detail in the article [12]

Interactivity: The user can drag and select the range on the horizontal parallel lines
he or she is interested in, so that the curves falling in the not selected range are grayed
out. This interactive featuremakes provides big exploration possibility. After the selec-
tion the stacked bar charts below update, so that the corresponding not selected units
on the bar chart are also represented in gray. This initial design is suitable for goals 1
and 3. Regarding Goal 1 the user can drag and select only theseWave activity values
which are big enough for observing TWs. Then the user can color these Wave activ-
ity values and compare their behavior along the parallel coordinates to the behavior of
other measures. In the same time the user can track what is the presence of theWave
activity along the dimensions vie the stacked bar charts. This drag-and-select filtering
can be applied for each selectedmeasure, with which we achieve also theGoal 3.

Pros: It highlights not only the brain information with high fit to the model, but more
generic information, which is good prerequisite for exploration. However it also offers
the possibility of verifying and exploring the properties of the TWmodel along the dif-
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ferentmeasuresandhyper-dimensions. It gives theopportunity tocompare thebehav-
ior of the TWmodel fit and the averaged signal across trials fit. It also shows the propa-
gation of the of the signals along the space and it locates the signals in the time and fre-
quency domain. It provides flexible measure tomeasure, measure to hyper-dimension
and hyper-dimension to hyper-dimension comparison.

Cons: It can be with long rendering time because of the high amount of curves to be
drawn and computationally intensive, because of too much data inter-connections to
be calculated. Tt doesn’t show directly the propagation of the TWs.

Final Design

The last step is to describe in much detail the visualization concept that we chose after the
discussionof the initial designs. Herewekeepthe informationof thesheetabout theLayout,
Focus and the Interaction. Instead of the Pros & Cons section we put the Details section,
wherewewill provide further details important for the implementation of the concept. The
final design sheet template can be seen in 7.4 in the Appendix.

After generating the initial designs, it hasbeendiscussedwith thedomain experts,which
design from the proposed three to go for. Within the discussions, three main visualization
support demanding agendas of the stakeholders emerged on the surface:
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1. Educational Use – visualization which makes the lay people better understand the
domain expert’s field and in particular the behavior of the TravelingWaves

• Pluses

– advantages by incorporating in non-academic environment

– popularizing the research

– ease the implementation in the research in non-academical environment

• Minuses

– no impact on the present activities of the domain experts

2. Domain Expert Use – supports the domain experts in their research by automating
their pipeline via interactive visualization interfacewhich connects somegolden stan-
dard visualizations.

• Pluses

– frequent and continuous use

– time saving throughout automating

• Minuses

– none

3. Scientific Audience Use– appealing Visualization used for the verification of domain
expertshypothesisandrevealing thepotentialof theresearch. Thevisualizationshould
be stimulating for the scientist to discover some application or opportunities further
developing of the theory.

• Pluses

– popularizing the research

– helps in generating of hypothesis

• Minuses

– bigger uncertainty about the impact

Eventually the Scientific Audience agenda has been chosen as a priority, because the do-
main experts haven’t workedmuch on achieving that agenda and they think thatworking on
visualization design in that direction could be potentially very useful.

Note that so far we already acquired relevant information about this Scientific Audience
agenda in our artifacts andwe don’t have to update them. After setting high priority to that
Agenda by the domain experts, we can now also prioritize our goals in the Statement of
Goals artifact. The goals 1 and 3 turn out to be at most aligned with the chosen agenda.
Given the fact that these two goals can be achieved by design 3 and that pros and cons also
speak in favor of it, we chose Initial Design 3 as our final pick. The extended design sheet of
that design can be seen below.
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Artifact: Final Design

Layout:

Focus: In that initial design we use parallel coordinates in order to map a particular
brain process signals onto the multiple dimensions and measures which domains are
represented by the vertical lines. The curves are particular entity taking certain place
in the hyper-dimensions and having certain measure value. The color of the curves
comes from certain value interval of selected by the user measure. In the stacked bar
charts below the corresponding density of the value intervals of the selectedmeasure
are show along the domain of the according variable. With the stacked bar charts in
contrast to the the previous two designs we don’t represent directly the TW density,
but the density of some measure selected by the user. The points in between the par-
allel coordinates on the right are showing the relative position of the electrodes on the
x-y plane and along the z dimension respectively, so that the curve with the brain ac-
tivity information recorded by some electrode passes trough the point with the posi-
tion of that particular electrode. This is some sort of combining of parallel coordinates
with scatter plot. The combination between scatter plot and parallel coordinates is ex-
plained in detail in the article [12]

Interactivity: The user can drag and select the range on the horizontal parallel lines
he or she is interested in, so that the curves falling in the not selected range are grayed
out. This interactive featuremakes provides big exploration possibility. After the selec-
tion the stacked bar charts below update, so that the corresponding not selected units
on the bar chart are also represented in gray. This initial design is suitable for goals 1
and 3. Regarding Goal 1 the user can drag and select only theseWave activity values
which are big enough for observing TWs. Then the user can color these Wave activ-
ity values and compare their behavior along the parallel coordinates to the behavior of
other measures. In the same time the user can track what is the presence of theWave
activity along the dimensions vie the stacked bar charts. This drag-and-select filtering
can be applied for each selectedmeasure, with which we achieve also theGoal 3.
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Algorithms:

• Using polynomial splines by the interpolation of the curves in the parallel coordi-
nates.

• Histogram calculation for each hyper-dimension by using five value bins for the
selectedmeasure. Slicing thesixdimensionalhyper-cubeafter theuserdragsand
selects the parts of the domain.

Dependencies:

• Using python as a programming language.

• Using Kivy as a visualization library.

Hardware requirements: Computer with GPUwhich supports OpenGL 2.0

4.2.2 Tool Development & Implementation

Within the implementation phase various problems have been encountered. This problems
are documented in the Practical Considerations artifact. The first one is connected to the
arrangement of the parallel coordinates.
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Artifact: Practical Consideration I

Context: Designing of the visualization.

Observation: Some hyper-cube dimensions are more logical to be next to each other,
than others and also the measures and the hyper-dimensions should be arranged so
that there time is used as a transition.

How might we position the hyper-dimensions and the measures in the parallel coor-
dinates, so thatwe canmost sufficiently compare them and follow the patterns.

Found solution: The final skeleton of the parallel coordinates is shown in Figure 4.10
We have the time parallel axis as a transition point from signal measures to the other
dimensions since it is present domain for all signal measures. On the left of the time
parallel we have two other parallel axis for the hyper-cube dimensions. on the right
side of timewe have parallel axis for the signal measures down and for the TWmodels
measure top. Next the top we have another parallel axis for another model measure.
Here the curves between this two parallel lines can be colored id some diverging color
palette, so that we compare more efficiently the different measures. Possibilities for
comparison here are for instance theWave Map and the ERP. On the right of the bot-
tom parallel axis we have another parallel axis so that we can compare two signal mea-
sures. On the top right corner the big buttons are represented which are just showing
the action we can take by loading the data and selecting role of each data piece.

Figure 4.10: Skeleton of the Parallel coordinates, and input data interface

In Figure 4.11 the final arrangement of the parallel coordinates can be seen. This ar-
rangement was suggested by the domain experts during one of the regular meetings with
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them. Thepositionof thedimension time is crucial here, because asnotedbefore it is always
present on the x-axis of the heat maps the domain experts regularly use. Its integral role
makes it key transition element between measures and dimensions. The measures on the
top right part of the graph are representing values such asWave model andWave Fitwhich
don’t have the dimension electrodes any more, because across this dimension the correla-
tion of the fit with the real signal is built. In the bottom right part we have the measures
which have also the electrodes as a hyper-cube dimension. That part offers the opportunity
to compare to measures in terms of their values as well as to compare them in terms of the
spacial location they are recorded at. Although this part givesmore intuitive view about the
location of the signal it doesn’t provide dynamic representation of the data what we have in
the first two initial designs.

Artifact: Practical Consideration II

Context: Designing of the visualization.

Observation: Due to thehuge scale of thedatawehave toomany curves to visualize as
parallel coordinates. Thus by visualizing the curves for all electrodes and samples(nS ∗
nN = 31500) we are hitting the limits of that visualization.
How might we modify the parallel coordinate visualization so that we make the pat-
terns of the big amount of data more visible.
Foundsolution:Onesolutionof theByadjusting the transparencyof thecurveswewill
make the overlapped curves also visible. The transparency option itself is not enough
so we also adjusted the value of the transparency parameter according to the density
function of the chosen measure to be colored. That means that the colored measures
with with values coming from more dense region of the histogram get bigger trans-
parency value, so that they are less visible. Since they are coming form a dense region,
by overlaying of the many curves in that region patterns from overlapped curves are
build. This is the key to success of the parallel coordinate approach here.

Artifact: Practical Consideration III

Context: Designing of the visualization.

Observation: In order to track the curves of the parallel coordinates we need tomake
proper color choice.
How might we choose the colors so that we make the patterns of the big amount of
data more recognizable.
Found solution: For the chosen signal measure we chose some diverging palette and
for the fit measures we chose black.[7] We also have to use diverging palette for the
curves between the both parallels of the fit measures in Figure 4.10.

After the implementation phase of the visualization we will demonstrate its functional-
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ity by showing interactive process in successive screenshots. The first screenshot in Fig-
ure 4.11 shows the time on the second parallel coordinate parallel which is used for the
transition dimension. The second hyper-cube dimension is the Frequency in our case. Note
that the user can select which hyper-cube dimension to put on the parallel coordinate axis.
Other choices of dimension can be Experiment Conditions, Subject, Trials. Note that the
colored curves are representing phase values averaged over the trials. also for the succes-
sive graphs these The upper parallel coordinates indicate the values of theWave Fit. As we
can see theWave Fit curves are all in black so that we can distinguish them from the curves
of the signal measures. TheWave Fit we selected the values between 0.98 and 1, because
we are interested only in very high correlation between the TWModel and the signal aver-
age. Because the provided data has the values for the frequencies between2Hz and32Hz,
the curves are spreading throughout the whole Frequency domain. In contrast to that the
signal measures we we have is only for the Frequency 8Hz. The histogram below the both
measures show the measures distributions. The red histograms represent the distribution
of thewhole set of values in thehyper-cube,whereas theblackhistogram is only for the case
of the selected measures. In our case we select measures only for the time interval from -
1000ms before the onset up till 1000ms after the onset. The time span of thewhole hyper-
cube timedimension is from -2000ms to2200ms. The horizontal bar chart in the shows the
differences between the averageswithin certain electrode. The black bars indicate that the
difference is positive i.e. the average of the selected phase measures over the time interval
of -1000 to 1000 is smaller than the average over the whole available time span. Note that
the user is able to select the desired time span with the drag-and-select interactive option
which is done by hoovering with the computer mouse.

Figure 4.11: Visualization example I with 16500measure curves
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Figure 4.12: Visualization Example II after selecting only Frequency 8Hz for theWave Fit

Sinceweare interestedhereonly in theWaveFit valueswhich go through theFrequency
value of 8Hz we select just this curves. Note that here the drag-and-select function is not
precise enough just to select one value in the parallel coordinate axis of frequency. Thuswe
have to put the value as an text input.

Next we select only that region of the time parallel coordinate where the signal mea-
sures and the TW fit overlapping on the time axis. This is the end of the navigation session.
Here the drag-and-select option can be again used by the user. The Figure 4.13 represents
the visualization after selecting the time region of overlapping. Here also the histograms
and the Average Difference bar charts are updated, since we selected new hyper-cube di-
mension regions for our signal measures. As we can see the black areas of the histogram
are very small, because we’ve selected very small slice from the hyper-cube. Here we al-
ready have filtered a lot of the unnecessarily data and we can see some distinct patterns.
For instance on the Z-axis of the brain topography the electrodes which are positioned on
the bottom part of the skull have recorded a lot of extreme phase values. Now again with
thedrag and select featurewe select all other nodeswhich are positioned above thebottom
one on the Z-axis. Afterwards the visualization is automatically updated and updated ver-
sion of it can be seen in Figure 4.14. Now below the time axis another Average Difference
bar chart shows up. From that chartwe can see that in different time regions the difference
between the phase averages of the selected measures and of all measures from the hyper-
cube change periodically. They are also connected to the onset time point, whereas after
the onset we observe rapid reduce in the average differences. This is due to the periodic
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Figure 4.13: visualization Example III after selecting narrower time region

nature of the phase measure. When we select the measure LP to be colored instead of the
phase we observe completely different behavior. We can see this behavior of the LP mea-
sure in the Figure 4.15. Now we select just the electrodes which are in the bottom of the
Z-axis. The change in the visualizationwe observe in Figure 4.16. This is just one small illus-
trationof the capabilities of thevisualization. By lookingatdifferenthyper-cubedimensions
different the user can explore further pattern.
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Figure 4.14: Visualization Example IV
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Figure 4.15: Visualization Example VI with the LP as selectedmeasure

Figure 4.16: Visualization Example VII with the LP as selectedmeasure
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Discussion

The focal points of discussion are the room for improvement of themethodology and of the
visualization concept.

5.1 Methodology

In regard to themethodologyaside theconventional approaches forunderstanding theuser
needs as personal interviewanddomain literaturewe conductedSci-Fi Ideation Session. This
session really helped discovering some latent needs of the userwhichweren’t feasible from
the interviews and the research literature. The mistake which has been made is that after
gathering the information about the domain situation I jumped straight into the designing
process and I made the Five Design Sheet Technique and I’ve come up with the final design
without getting to know the data first. Later when I got the data I did an analysis on it and
it turned out that the structure and the scale magnitude of the data demand to do some
corrections on the final design. Thus for future reference before jumping into the designing
part the designer should be very familiar with the data.

5.2 Visualization Improvements

Regarding the future improvement of the visualization several aspects should be taken into
consideration. Firstly how to get better sense of the distribution of currentmeasure for the
hyper-cube dimensions. We can include one parallel line which represents the difference
between the overall average of the selectedmeasures and the overall average of the whole
set of values in the hyper-cube. This line may be as a reference point how the distribution
behaves according to the overall measure distribution. Furthermore instead of the mean
differencewe can representwith the samedifference plots the difference of other distribu-
tion parameters such as standard deviation, median and the mode. One option is to make
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thedifferenceplotshorizontal so thatwecan stackon topof eachother twodifferenceplots
for two distinct distribution parameter for comparison.

Another improvement tobemade is changingof the size proportions of the visualization
components, so that for instance, the AverageDifference bar charts become bigger andwe
canput on the x axis the labels of the electrodes. Also theoption for sorting thebars accord-
ing to the position of the bars on one of the axis should be incorporated.

Secondly the visualization can be linked with some more specific visualization. For in-
stance the link might happen via clicking on some certain area of the visualization, so that
the other specific visualization pops up in separate window. That other visualization can
be functionality complement of our visualization such as one expressing more the dynamic
nature of the TWs.

As third more effort can be given in finding out robust solution to our work-around for-
mula of estimating the opacity of the parallel coordinates curves. So far we have to adjust
manually the opacity by the change of the distribution of the values. This is very cumber-
some for the user, thus some formula robust to the distribution change should be devel-
oped, so that the user doesn’t have to adjust transparencymanually.

The drag-and-select function doesn’t work properly in kivy and one option to improve is
to switch from kivy topaper.jswhich is javascript visualization library andhas as an advantage
that works on layers offers the flexibility to re-render just one visualization layers keeping
the other, already drawn layers unchanged. This shift in the languages can result in reduced
rendering time. Thedrawback is, that communicationbetweenbrowser-javascript platform
and the python-data-processing platform should be established.

Finally, although we’ve already tried to improve the algorithm speed, the code is still in
experimental condition and it has to be standardized and optimized.
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Summary

We can divide the summary in two parts. One part are the results in regard to the Case
Study Visualization and the second kind are the conclusions relating to the Methodology
we applied.

Visualization Conclusion

The visualization is useful to the experts firstly as an exploration tool which reveals pattern
of the brain signal and the TWmodel across the dimensions. It can also be used for pairwise
comparing of two signal measures. Another very useful application of the visualization is
checkingwhich dimensions are influenced by the TWactivity. This helps the domain expert
to understandwhat determines the TWsbehavior across hyper-cube dimensions. The user
is able to check the dependency of the TWs from various dimension by selecting only this
region of the parallel coordinates, where there is strong presence of of TW activity. After
doing so the user can see for each given dimension positionwhat is the difference of the sig-
nal averages between the selected TWrelated signals and the averages of all signals. Other
advantage of the visualization is that it is universal and can be used for various experiment
conditionswhich can be represented as parallel coordinates. Furthermore the visualization
can be used as summary representation of the complex neuroscience data, so that the lay
people can also get intuition about the experiment data.

The disadvantage of the visualization is that it cannot reveal the dynamic nature of the
TW. Despite the use of the transparency option, due to the huge scale of the data the vi-
sualization has limitations of the number of parallel coordinate curves which can be drawn.
Another draw back is that is also very computationally intensive for a huge amount of data.

The interactive part here plays a big role in achieving the purpose of the visualization.
By using the drag-and-select we can choose exactly that part of the hyper-cube dimensions
the user is interested in. When the user filters out the unnecessarily information, the re-
maining part becomes better traceable and also the information in form of the average and
the portion of the selected measure across dimensions gets actualized. The user can also
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specify according towhichmeasure the parallel coordinate curves can be colored. The data
can be fetched by setting a query of series of strings, which specifies the measures and the
dimensions of the data hyper-cubes to be imported.

Methodology

As alreadymentioned in the introduction a big part of the purpose of thismaster thesis is to
establish and test amethodology for designing a visualization according to the needs of the
clients, so that we can draw conclusions about useful approaches in designing the visualiza-
tion product. In our case the clients were the domain experts from the KU Leuven Percep-
tual Dynamics Laboratory. In the course of my work with them I applied some approaches
for coming up with visualization designs. As a part of the master thesis pipeline I called this
approaches tools. In the context of use of this tools I constantly updated some pieces of in-
formation called artifacts. In the course of the work the artifact Statement of Goals shaped
in big extent the final visualization design. This artifact was meant to summarize the infor-
mation into thewhat-why-how framework proposed by TamaraMunzner in her book [8]. It
turned out that the paraphrasing of need of the domain experts in different forms such as
Hypothesis Statement and Proto-Persona is very useful. After doing that exercise it wasmuch
easier to translate the information into the Statement of Goals. From the tools particularly
useful was the Ideation Session, which really brought on the surface the particular needs of
the stake holders. Onemistake in themethodology was not to analyze the data before get-
ting startedwith the designing of the visualization, because that way I didn’t have complete
understanding of the data structure I had to visualize.
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Appendix

List 7.1: Possible Targets and Actions used in constructing thewhy abstractions
• Targets

– Outliers

– Trends

– Features

– Distribution

– Extremes

– Dependency

– Correlation

– Similarity

– Topology

– Shape

• Actions

– Discover

– Present

– Enjoy

– Annotate

– Record

– Derive

1The graph is taken from the public domain https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Event-related_
potential
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Figure 7.1: Line Chart of the ERP signal.1
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The Five Design Sheet technique

List 7.2: Five Design Sheet original first Step

1. Generate Ideas: You can write down the ideas in form of few words association or a
quick drawing. We have to write down every relevant idea, which crosses our mind.

2. Filter the ideas: See which ideas are overlapping and remove them.

3. Categorize: the sketches. Categorize the remaining ideas, so that you combine them
easily into visualization concepts

4. Combine & Refine: Rearrange the ideas in bigger visualization solutions, which show
certain aspect of the data

5. Question: Askquestions toverify if themadevisualizationsolutionsanswer thestake-
holders goals.

List 7.3: Five Design Sheet first Step-Initial Designs

1. Layout: This is the vision of what the final visualization would look like. Commonly
this would appear as a sketched screen-shot of the typical visualization application.

2. Focus: Note the functionality of each part visualization.

3. Interaction: Note how the user can interact with the visualization

4. Pros & Cons: Note the advantages and disadvantages of the visualization
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List 7.4: Five Design Sheet second Step-Final Design

1. Layout: This is the vision of what the final visualization would look like. Commonly
this would appear as a sketched screen shot of the typical visualization application.

2. Focus: Note the functionality of each part visualization.

3. Interaction: Note how the user can interact with the visualization

4. Details: Note additional details of the visualization concept such as:

• Algorithms: Mention crucial math concepts and algorithms used in the visual-
ization

• Dependencies: Mention software libraries for implementing the visualization

• Hardware requirements: Technical requirements, which should be fulfilled
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Question 1: I want to find out more about your study, the experiments you are doing and
the responses you are measuring.

Answer 1:
Marcello: LP, Phase, ER average, Wave activity, ER average fit, Wave activity fit. Testing.
Comparing the TWmodel fits at single trials.

David: I’m doing using the experiments of other scientists of the lab and using them in direc-
tion discovering TW and Spiral wave patterns. Mostly we use the phase as a measure for
fitting model and drawing conclusions about, because it is more robust to noise caused by
the volume conduction.

Question Agenda 1: To get an input information for updating the artifact.

Question 2: What are the hypothesis you are testing and how do you test them?

Answers 2:
David: We are buildingmodels and then test towhat extent themodels are correlatingwith
the reality at single trial level.

Marcello: Hypothesis that they are some traveling waves which propagate spatially. We are
looking of similarities after modeling across trials. Conventional way is to focus on the re-
gion of interest in the brain by looking only at the averages across trials at certain electrode.
The domain experts however, are fittingmodelwhich takes into account the linear propaga-
tionof thesignal alongsites. Thepredictedvaluesof themodel areused foraveragingacross
trials and for building correlationswith the truemeasures andwith the averagedmeasures.

Question Agenda 2: To get input information for updating the artifact.

Question 3: What struggles do you have in your work?

Answers 3:
David: Thedynamical representationof theTW in3Dwith the time is toomessy, and cannot
see toomuch.

Marcello: Lack of automatic way of looking at the data. Too big dimensionality to visualize.

Question Agenda 3: To get input information for updating the artifact.

Question 4: What do you use visualizations for currently (Generating of hypothesis, Explo-
ration, Analytics, Patterns discovery, etc.)?

Answers 4:
David: Patterns discovery, butmain focus is onmaking the data and especially the dynamics
of the datamore comprehensive, which will help to draw conclusions andwould help to the
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lay people to understand the underlying mechanism.

Marcello: Visual verificationof our travelingwavemodel. Itwouldbenice toexplore thedata
more.

Question Agenda 4: To get an idea about the function of the visualization used at the mo-
ment.

Question 5: Do you rely in big extent on visualizations in your research? Grade the impor-
tance you place for visualization?

• Low

• Medium

• High -David. Marcello

QuestionAgenda5: To see towhich extent there is need of visualization. This questionwas
useful to decide whom I will work with within mymaster thesis.

Question 6: What is the methodology you are using? How do you pre-process and analyze
your data(numerical methods)?

Answer 6:
David: Investigating various Brain activity experiments with visual stimuli and various ex-
perimental conditions for the occurrence of TWs and SpiralWaves. Building amodel, which
explains the behavior of SpiralWaves.

Marcello: ICA, Morlet wavelet. Investigating the traveling wave activity by Looking at heat
maps along the frequency, time, sites domains. ICA(Noise reduction). Morlet wavelet for
localization of the signal in the relevant frequency span.

Question Agenda 6: To get input information for updating the artifact.

Question 7: Is the following terminology important in your research:

• phase-phase cross-frequency coupling
none

• amplitude-phase cross-frequency coupling
-none

• amplitude-amplitude cross-frequency coupling
-none

• Evoked responsemeasures
-yes
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• Spatial scales of brain activity:

– spikes of single neuron
-none

– synchronized population activity of several tens of thousands nerve cells(local
field potential)
-none

– synchronizedpopulationactivityof severalofmillions(subdduralelectrocorticogram)
-none

– synchronizedpopulationactivityactivityofneurons inmultiplecortical areas(EEG,
MEG)
-yes

• Brain activity signal components

– frequency
-yes

– phase
-yes

– amplitude
-yes

• Stimuli
-yes, the stimuli are time locked events, which are represented by the trials

• Brain regions of interest(Brain Topography)
-none

Question Agenda 7: To orient myself in the information I encounter about the broad neu-
roscience Domain.
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Figure 7.2: The results from the Ideation Session in form of sticky notes filled with content
by the domain experts
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